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Editor’s note – This article
serves as part one of a series on
the current Occupy protests.
Stay tuned next week for part
two, as we turn our attention
to the local protests in Champaign.
Morgan Bernier
Assistant Editor
There have been a slew of
high profile protests occurring
across the world for more than
a year, and they have finally
spread to America. Occupy
Wall Street could be considered the largest protest since
the Vietnam War, and it is happening right now.
“On September 17, we want
to see 20,000 people flood into

lower Manhattan, set up tents,
kitchens, peaceful barricades,
and occupy Wall Street for a
few months,” wrote Adbusters,
a not-for-profit magazine and
activist organization based in
Canada. “Once there, we shall
incessantly repeat one simple demand in a plurality of
voices.” The blog post containing this statement is the
first mention of Occupy Wall
Street. The demand, according
to their website, is “democracy
not corporatocracy,” which
is most easily interpreted to
mean that politicians should
work for the citizens, not the
corporations.
The voices of the protesters
on Wall Street are currently
being heard through the New

Eastern Prairie FPD
celebrates 50 years

York City General Assembly. The Principles of Solidarity, or what the protesters
are hoping to accomplish, as
listed on www.nycga.cc, under
the “Principles of Solidarity”
include but are not limited to:
“engaging in direct and transparent participatory democracy; exercising personal and
collective responsibility; recognizing individuals’ inherent
privilege and the influence it
has on all interactions; empowering one another against all
forms of oppression; redefining how labor is valued; the
sanctity of individual privacy;
the belief that education is
human right; and endeavoring
to practice and support wide
application of open source.”

Professors and students of
Parkland College have their
own opinions on the Occupy
Wall Street movement.
“(There are) legitimate concerns,” said Dr. Willie Fowler
of Parkland College. “A quarter of a trillion dollars was
spent on bailout funds and the
banks don’t lend that to small
businesses and people who are
credit-worthy.”
Fowler believes the shifting of power is good. “It is saying to the folks on Wall Street
that people are tired of being
ignored,” he said. “My money
helped bail you out and now
you get raises.”
Fowler also believes that
seeing the protests unfold is
a fascinating thing, and that

he likes to see people asking
questions of the government
and holding them accountable.
On the other hand, Parkland
students Kassi Royalty and
Tyler Johnson are not in favor
of the protests.
“I don’t support them,
because they don’t know what
they are talking about,” Royalty said. Johnson added that,
“(the protesters) don’t understand cost and how things
work; they are rich kids who
want things for free.”
Not all students think that
the Occupy Wall Street movement is a waste of time, however.
“The elite class is parasitic
See WALL on P. 7
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Firefighter Kevin Chan showing 12 year old Jakob Crowley how
to use a fire hose at the Eastern Prairie Fire Protection District’s
50th anniversary open house on October 8, 2011. More photos
can be seen at www.prospectusnews.com.
Josh Grube
Staff Writer
The Eastern Prairie Fire
Protection District celebrated
50 years of service last Saturday with an open house
for the community. The Eastern Prairie FPD is a volunteer department that provides
fire protection and emergency
medical service to unincorporated areas of Champaign and
Urbana, as well as additional
rural areas. The department
consists of about 25 people
who volunteer their free time
day and night to protect their
district.
“It’s our 50 year anniversary, so we thought we would
commemorate that by having

an open house,” said Lieutenant Brian Smith of the Eastern
Prairie FPD.
Families of the local community spent their Saturday afternoon at the fire station watching demonstrations, touring
the department, and enjoying
free food and refreshments.
“The open house is a way of
letting the community come in
and see the types of equipment
we have and how we use the
equipment,” said Christopher
Surber, a firefighter from the
Eastern Prairie FPD. “It’s to
let them see what their investment in us has given us to perform for them.”
After seeing everything the
See FPD on P. 7

Parkland College welcomed
a special guest in addition
to the showing of “Fish Out
of Water,” which took place
this past Tuesday, October 11.
Director Ky Dickens made
an appearance to facilitate a
question and answer forum
that took place after the film
showing. The event was held
from 3 p.m. to 5.p.m in D244
and was open to the public.
“Fish Out of Water” is a
documentary that discusses
homosexuality and the Bible.
The film discusses the seven
verses of the bible that are
said to condemn homosexuality and justify discrimination
against individuals who take
part in those actions. It uses
scholarly interviews as well as
animation to shed light on what
can be a very touchy subject.
“I came out in college and
many of my friends reacted in
a deeply religious way,” Dickens said. She wanted to give
viewers a chance to make their
own decisions by showing both
sides of the argument.
The film showing and discussion was facilitated by Parkland’s Queer and Ally team,
which is made up of Parkland
students who support the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgendered (LGBT) community, as
well as faculty and staff hoping to raise awareness about

Photo by Spencer Lin/ Prospectus News
the issue.
“We chose to show the film
on National Coming Out Day,
because we’ve been wanting to
do something on the topic for
awhile now,” said Erin Wilding-Martin, secretary for the
Ally team. “We just wanted
someone here to facilitate a
discussion in a safe and open
environment.”
National Coming Out Day
is basically just what it says,
a day recognized across the
country that should make it
easier for people to be open
about their sexuality. However, their goal is not to force
or encourage people to come
out.
“It’s a day for us to bring
attention to and celebrate the
process of each individual and
their journey with choosing to
come out, and the experiences

they have had with it,” said
Tanino Minneci, Advisor of the
Q and A team.
Along with the showing of
the film, the Q and A team had
tables set up in the college center on Tuesday and Wednesday to raise awareness about
the topic. They were handing
out info sheets and popcorn, as
well as facilitating a 50/50 raffle and having a donation jar
to raise money for the team to
help sponsor the many events
they hope to put on throughout
the year.
“The goal of the film showing, tables, etc. is to open up a
civil conversation among the
Parkland community,” Minneci said. “The best way to
come together on an issue
instead of shying away from
See FISH on P. 7
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World of Science: “The Historic Tornado Season of 2011”
Morgan Bernier
Assistant Editor

tion to Weather” course.
Kieser is more than just a local
hero. He was the eleventh person to
On the first Friday of every month become a Certified Broadcast Meteothroughout the school year the Wil- rologist, the highest distinction given
liam M. Staerkel Planetarium pres- by the American Meteorological Socients a scientific lecture. These “World ety. These distinctions come together
of Science” lectures feature guest to create one of the best and most
speakers from all over, only cost a anticipated World of Science lectures
to date.
dollar, and are open to the public.
During his presentation Kieser
This year, the lecture series started
off with former meteorologist, Ed addressed the reasons that this year
Kieser, who spoke to a nearly full had such a devastating tornado seaplanetarium. Kieser worked as a son.
“I don’t think that global warming,
meteorologist in the area from 1987
until 2010, when budget restrictions or climate change, had anything to
caused WILL to cut their meteorol- do with it,” he said in a question and
ogy department. Kieser also has close answer session held after the lecture.
ties to Parkland, as he hosted a radio “What it really boils down to is bad
show with the Planetarium’s director, luck.”
Kieser doesn’t believe that the torDave Leake, and taught an “Introducnado
season this year
was particularly bad.
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year since the introduction of modern warnings in the 1950’s. As of September 21, 2011 there were 546 fatalities caused by tornados. Even more
shocking is that all but four of those
deaths occurred between April 5th
and June 1st.
Kieser ended his lecture by saying that he believes many of these
deaths could have been prevented
by updates and improvements to the
warning system.
“There are too many false alarms,”
Kieser gave as the first reason, saying
that 76 percent of all tornado warn-

Illustration by MCT
ings are false alarms. He explained
that with such a high incidence of
tornados that never happen, people
don’t take tornado sirens seriously
anymore.
“Social science studies are needed
to determine how individuals obtain
and use information,” he continued.
In the age of mp3 players and smart
phones, the radio isn’t really a viable
way of ensuring a message reaches
a large audience. Kieser thinks that,
by looking into smartphone apps and

other ways of automatic notification,
more people could be made aware of
the seriousness of a situation.
If you are looking for a way to
raise your awareness and knowledge
of the “World of Science,” check out
the next scheduled lecture. Happening November 4th and titled, “Earthquakes, at home and around the
globe,” it’s sure to be a great way to
learn about the major earthquake in
Japan, and the likelihood of an earthquake happening here.

Getting up to date with Parkland’s Sustainable Campus Committee
Alisha Kirkley
Staff Writer
The Sustainable Campus Committee met for
their monthly meeting on October 6, 2011 to discuss multiple ideas and plans they developed
for the campus. The committee came up with
a small list for the year of roughly five projects
that they would like to accomplish for Parkland.
One initiative they are preparing to start is
purchasing new recycling bins that hold both
trash and recyclables. Another initiative that
was a split preference was covered bike racks
for those students that ride a bike to school. An
idea of trying to make sustainability a core value
at Parkland was also mentioned. In the spring,
SCC does a Greenhouse gas submission survey
that they would additionally like to achieve. The
committee would also like to begin a composting project, but realized several factors would
make it too complicated at this time.
Currently, Parkland uses Allied Waste for
recycling, but SCC would like to switch to ABC
for local hauling and who also happens to collect and sort the recyclables at their location
rather than requiring the materials to be sorted
by another person before being brought. Overall, they are cheaper and the committee plans
to purchase new recycling bins from Max-R.
These bins are also made from 97% recycled
milk jugs. The new bins would be placed in wellseen areas from Public Safety all the way down
to the South Lounge near the docking area. Old
bins will be relocated to other areas of the campus where recycling bins are needed, such as
the gymnasium. The person in charge of the
recycling project and brought in roughly five

different designs for the bins, which are all
completely customizable.
A current project that is still in the works
is the green balconies. Anna Maria Watkins,
Library Director, spoke some on the matter.
“Administration is keen to get more green roofing done,” Watkins said. “It’s not something we
have to do this minute this year, but it’s some-

Graphic by Burke Stanion/Prospectus News
thing to put on the list that we carry on doing
the balconies.”
The library currently holds a “green roof,”
featuring plants placed on the outdoor deck of
the library’s west side that helps with storm
water management and also reduces high

energy cost. The Sustainable Campus Committee was featured on the green roof project’s
website due to the high level of success.
Another discussion topic was covered bike
racks, which Vikki Crnekovic, Natural Science
Faculty and committee chair, brought to attention. “We want to do more to encourage people
to bike to class,” she said. “Anything that might
help people bike to Parkland.”
Greg Walburg, committee member and Engineering Science and Technologies faculty, did
not favor the idea, while the others believed it
would convince more students to bike, rather
than drive.
“I think covered bike parking is overkill, honestly,” said Walburg.
The idea of getting bike passes was also
brought up by Watkin. The group also plans
to add the Greenhouse gas submission survey
they do in the spring to the list.
SCC also would like to see sustainability
become a core value at Parkland. The Parkland
College website states the core values and
meaning of each one.
There are quite a few projects in the original mission purposes that have already been
accomplished by the committee, but there were
some others that they haven’t worked on that
they plan to draw ideas from for their project
list.
SCC meeting are held on the first Thursday
of every month. The group will next meet on
Nov. 3 in R226. If you are interested in attending
or would like to know more about the Sustainable Campus Committee, please contact Vikki
Crnekovic at vcrnekovic@parkland.edu.

What do firefighters do
for our community?
Photos by Ted Setterlund/Prospectus News

“They influence our community in a good way. They keep us safe
and out of danger.”
– Ashli Dancy

“They do great things with
our lives. They save people
from fires, giving them oxygen
and saving them from carbon
monoxide.”
		
– Ally Alvarez

“Firefighters help a lot in our
community. They’re brave in
times of need.”
– Jordan Wease

“It’s a beautiful thing. They
save a lot of lives from fires.
They’re risk takers.”

“Fighters do tremendous
service for our community. I’m
very grateful for the service
they provide.”

– Quincy Campbell

– Julie Weishar
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Employers add 103,000 jobs,
easing fears of new recession
Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Newspapers
WASHINGTON - Betterthan-expected
employment
numbers Friday eased recession fears, but experts warned
that the economy remains
vulnerable because employers are adding new jobs at
an insufficient pace to make
a dent in the high unemployment rate.
Employers added 103,000
jobs in September, the Labor
Department said. It also
revised sharply upward the
tepid hiring numbers for July
and August by a combined
99,000 jobs. The unemployment rate stayed unchanged
at 9.1 percent.
Most analysts had expected
between 25,000 and 70,000
jobs to be added in September. Private-sector jobs grew
by 137,000, but that was offset
by a decline of 35,000 government jobs.
“The job numbers remain
disappointing in that unemployment is very high, and
given the current pace of job
growth, will not come down
anytime soon,” said Mark
Zandi, chief economist for
forecaster Moody’s Analytics.
“The economy needs to create
at least 125,000 jobs per month
on a consistent basis just to
maintain the unemployment
rate.”
To really knock down the jobless rate, the economy needs to
create as many as 200,000 jobs
per month, something it last
did on average from February
to April this year.
Zandi said that the risk of
recession remains high. “If
anything else goes wrong and there are many potential
threats from Europe to the
foreclosure crisis - businesses
will start cutting payrolls and
the economy will slide into
recession,” he said.

Still, the 137,000 private sector jobs went well beyond the
91,000 measured in the ADP
National Employment Report
that came out Wednesday and
was an encouraging number
given other recent good news.
Brian
Hamilton,
CEO
of Sageworks, a financial
research group that keeps data
on companies that don’t issue
stock, said that privately held
companies are seeing a 5 percent to 6 percent increase in
sales this year, something that
may eventually translate into
hiring.
“They have learned to run
more efficiently,” he said.
“Hopefully, as sales increase,
they will get more comfortable
and start hiring”
There were other good signs
in the latest jobs report. Personal income continued to rise,
with average hourly earnings
jumping 4 cents, or 0.2 percent, during the month. For
the year, hourly earnings have
risen by almost 2 percent.
Temporary hiring increased
by almost 20,000 jobs in September, and that’s usually a
springboard for future fulltime jobs as employers test the
waters. There were also 48,000
new hires in the broad category of professional and business services, which are better
paying white-collar jobs.
“The economy appears to
have taken a step back from
recession,” Zandi said.
That prospect had been a
major focus of concern after
the initial August jobs report
showed no net new hiring.
That number was revised
upward on Friday by 57,000
jobs. July’s numbers also were
revised upward by 42,000 jobs.
The jobs numbers followed
improving
data
released
Thursday by big retailers, who
reported a 5.5 percent jump in

Key September
Job Numbers
- Retail, up 13,600.
- Professional and business services, up 48,000.
- Leisure and hospitality, down 4,000.
- Health care, up 43,800.
- Manufacturing, down 13,000.
- Construction, up 26,000.
- Transportation and warehousing, down 1,900.
- Financial services, down 8,000.
- Temporary help services, up 19,400.
- Government jobs, down 35,000.

See JOBS on P. 7

Rabbit control keeps volunteers hopping
Ricardo Lopez
Los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES - No one is
quite sure when the rabbits
came.
Lore has it that the bunny
population at Long Beach City
College boomed when the
nearby airport broke ground
decades ago, causing a population of jackrabbits to relocate
to the campus grounds.
Two years ago, the population - now mainly abandoned
pets - peaked, and more than
300 rabbits competed for food,
space and mates on 112 acres.
New
castaways
were
attacked by territorial rabbits.
Predators found the domesticated rabbits easy prey.
That’s when the animals’ savior, physical education instructor Donna Prindle, entered the
picture. She leads the campus’ Rabbit Population Control
Task Force, formed in 2009.
The group chose not to
exterminate the rabbits but to
instead round them up, spay or
neuter them and put them up
for adoption. Prindle, 60, who
has taught at the college for
32 years, spends almost every
day scouring the campus for
new drop-offs and tending to
the several dozen rabbits sitting in pens in an old woodworking shop.
“I walked by them for 30
years and I was ignorant of
what was going on,” Prindle
said. “I couldn’t sit by and not
do anything.”
The efforts seem to be working.
Prindle said that since midAugust, she has found only
six new rabbits. In years past,
school officials easily counted
that same number in a day.
Part of the success can be
attributed to an ongoing education effort.
A sign in front of the college
informs passersby that “no

Luis Sinco/Los Angeles Times/MCT

Donna Prindle, pictured September 20, 2011, co-chairs the rabbit task force at Long Beach City
College, where rabbits have in the past been allowed to roam the campus. The school now is
experiencing a rabbit population boom and has opened an adoption center in an effort to solve
the problem.
bunny wants to be a college
drop-off.” Small placards warn
that abandoning a rabbit carries a $500 fine or six months
in jail. So far, no one has been
caught, school officials said.
Over time, area residents
came to see the school on Clark
Avenue as a sort of bunny sanctuary. It had become overrun
with abandoned pets - and the
campus embraced the creatures, Prindle said.
Students fed them from
their lunches. Rabbit feeders
cropped up in common areas.
“We fell in love with them,”
said Pedro Rodriguez, a
23-year-old Long Beach student.
Rodriguez, who is studying
kinesiology, is part of a trio of
students - dubbed the Bunny
Patrol - who frequently volunteers at the adoption center.
His cohorts, Ana Banuelos,
23, and Matthew Calima, 20,

clean pens and cages and keep
food bowls stocked with pellets and hay most afternoons.
Prindle, however, seems to
work around the clock.
She wakes up at 5 a.m. each
day and drives from her home
in Downey, Calif., to get to
the campus before she has to
teach. She’ll look for any overnight drop-offs and then check
on the rabbits at the adoption
center.
She’s most proud of trapping
one particularly elusive rabbit,
affectionately named Houdini.
For more than three months,
the large male ducked and
dodged. Prindle and company
stalked and waited.
Finally, during one of Houdini’s runs through the old woodworking shop to see his “girlfriends,” Prindle managed to
quickly pull down the roll-up
doors and trap him.
He gave up and “just let me

pick him up,” she said.
Veterinary students from
Western University in Pomona
have made a couple of visits,
working from a mobile spay/
neuter clinic.
With only about 40 rabbits deemed unadoptable because
they are wild - left to roam
free, Prindle said that the task
force’s mission of population
control has been fulfilled.
Now she just wants to find
good homes for her charges,
a goal that dominates much of
her daily conversation. At last
count, 236 rabbits have been
adopted.
“When I go to bed, instead
of counting sheep, I count the
bunnies that still need adopting,” Prindle said.
--(c)2011 the Los Angeles
Times
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News of the Weird
Lead Story
Several funeral homes in
the United States have drivethru windows to serve rushed
mourners or those stressed by
the parlor experience. “Not
quite as emotional,” said one
visitor to the Robert L. Adams
Mortuary in Compton, Calif.,
referring to the need not to linger in the queue of bereaved,
idling motorists. The Adams
facility was even more popular
during the peak of gang murders in the area, according to
an April Los Angeles Times
report, because the drive-thru
window’s bulletproof glass
rendered unnecessary the
precarious indoor service in
which gangbangers tried to
further desecrate late rivals’
corpses. [Los Angeles Times,
4-17-2011]
Noses Know:
In April, two Italian entrepreneurs introduced a perfume meant to evoke the scents
of a person’s blood, varying by
type (A, B, AB, O) -- but with
no actual blood. A prominent
member of the U.S. “vampire
community” fondly described
the “intriguing” olfactory sensations of Type B (the “black
cherry, pomegranate and
patchouli infusions”) and Type
O (“raspberry, rose hips and
birch”). Another “vampirist”
called the whole idea “cheesy.”
[AOL News, 4-20-2011]
Artist Charity Blansit (aka
Cherry Tree) told AOL News
in May that she has been working on a fragrance based on
her own urine (although not
prepared to bring it to market
yet), enhanced mainly with
sugar. [AOL News, 5-27-2011]
Fine Points of the Law
Because of a loophole in
Michigan law (which, at press
time, legislators were working
to fix), a winner of the “Make
Me Rich” lottery game in July
2010 (publicized value: $2 million) has been openly receiving the same food-stamp allotment he had been receiving
before he won. In May 2011,
confronted by WNEM-TV in
Saginaw, winner Leroy Fick
was defiant about his food
stamps. Currently, eligibility is
based on regular income, and
Fick had taken his payoff last
year in one lump sum. [Detroit
Free Press, 5-19-2011]
Medical Marvels
Dugan Smith, 13, is almost
as good as new, having overcome an extremely rare malignant tumor on his thigh bone. A
surgeon at Ohio State’s James
Cancer Hospital removed the
middle of Smith’s leg, turned
the bottom of it around so that
the back faces the front, and
reconnected the parts. [WJWTV (Cleveland), 5-9-2011]
Navel Observatory
The Belly Button Biodiversity project at North Carolina
State University has begun
examining the “faunal differences” in the microbial ecosystems of our navels, to foster understanding of the “tens
of thousands” of organisms
crawling around inside (almost
all benign or even helpful). An
85-year-old man in North Carolina may have “very different navel life” than a 7-year-old
girl in France, according to a
May Raleigh News & Observer
report. So far, only the organisms themselves and the host’s
demographics have been studied; other issues, such as variations by hairiness of navel,
remain. [News & Observer,
5-9-2011]
Leading Economic Indicators
Good Jobs:
Prison Guard (“the greatest entry-level job in California,” according to an April
Wall Street Journal report
highlighting its benefits over
a typical job resulting from
a Harvard University education). Starting pay is comparable; loans are not necessary
(since the guard “academy”
actually pays the student); and
vacation time is more generous (seven weeks, five paid).
One downside: The prison system is more selective (Harvard accepts 6.2 percent of

applicants versus the guard
service’s fewer-than-1 percent
of 120,000 applicants). [Wall
Street Journal, 4-30-2011]
California taxpayers were
also astonished to learn in May
that several beach communities (led by Newport Beach)
pay some lifeguards more than
$100,000 annually in salary and
benefits. (Generally, those are
for long-time and supervisory
jobs; ordinary “summer job”
lifeguards typically make $16
to $22 an hour.) [ABC NewsAP, 5-20-2011]
Weird Animals
Cat Failing to Know Its Role:
In Cleveland, Texas (near
Houston), a man had to be airlifted to an emergency trauma
unit after losing a fight with a
house cat. He was even armed
with a knife as he took on the
beast, but somehow the attacking cat caused him to lose his
balance and fall on the blade.
[YourHoustonNews.com, 5-102011]
Procreation Interventions:
Because female giant tortoises are lackadaisical about
mating, the Knoxville (Tenn.)
Zoo in May temporarily moved
its two males, Al and Tex, to Zoo
Atlanta to encourage Knoxville females Patches, Corky
and Standup to yearn for them.
Tex, by the way, is 90 years old,
and Al is 130 (and hasn’t had a
date since 1983, according to a
May Knoxville News-Sentinel
story). [Knoxville News-Sentinel, 5-26-2011]
Hopewell Township, N.J.,
officials, responding to noise
complaints in April, passed
an ordinance limiting rooster
access to hens to only 10 days a
year. (The chickens also must,
of course, be “disease-free.”)
[Trenton Times, 4-27-2011]
Questionable Judgments
Oklahoma
inmate
Eric
Torpy has served only six
years of his 33-year sentence for armed robbery, but
already he is looking ahead to
the years 2035-2038. His original sentence was 30 years, but
he challenged the judge that if
he was “going down,” it would
be in “Larry Bird’s jersey”
-- the number 33 worn by the
basketball player. Judge Ray
Elliott then accommodated
Torpy by adding three years.
Said Torpy, in May, “Recently,
I’ve wisened up.” “I’m pretty
sure (Bird) thinks I’m an idiot.
(T)ruthfully, most people do.
My own family does, so I’m
pretty sure he does, too.” [Boston Globe-AP, 5-13-2011]
Least Competent Patient
An unidentified man told
police in Niles, Ill., in May that
he had been victimized by a
medical exam, which was conducted in an otherwise-abandoned office, by a lone “doctor” wearing a white lab coat,
who used toothpicks for acupuncture pressure points, and
who dispensed a container of
pills (labeled “dietary supplements”) with an expiration
date of February 2002. The
man said he paid $200 and is
not sure he got his money’s
worth. [Chicago Sun-Times,
5-17-2011]
Rights of the Disabled
A judge in Britain’s Cambridge Crown Court sentenced
two teenage boys to jail for
burglary in May but allowed
their 20-year-old partner, who
has a much longer criminal
record, to have a non-custodial sentence because he has
a “cleanliness disorder” that
a jailhouse would traumatize.
[Cambridge News, 5-14-2011]
UPDATE: Morris Wayne
Givens, charged with murder in October 1998 in Prattville, Ala., was subsequently
freed and all charges dropped,
according to a family source.
His name has been removed
from the News of the Weird
Classic Middle Name series.

Read more

News of the Weird
at www.prospectusnews.com
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Just rewards for teachers

Marcus A. Winters
Los Angeles Times

Two decades of empirical
research in education have
confirmed at least one fact that
just about everyone already
knew: There are good teachers
and bad teachers. The difference between your child being
assigned to Mrs. Smith’s class
or to Ms. Johnson’s down the
hall can be as much as a grade
level’s worth of learning by the
end of the school year.
The wide variation in teacher
quality suggests that some
teachers deserve higher salaries than others, and indeed
today’s public school systems
have a tiered system of rigid
salary ladders in which teachers are given extra compensation for factors commonly
thought to be related to effectiveness. Pay differences are
based primarily on, first, years
of classroom experience and
second, additional academic
work toward an advanced
degree.
There’s nothing inherently
wrong with a compensation
system that rewards experience and credentials. Business
professionals pursue MBAs
to garner higher salaries, and
actuaries get salary bumps as
they move toward becoming
fellows of the Society of Actuaries.
But a compensation system
for teachers based on additional academic credit and
experience makes sense only
if those factors are actually
related to classroom effectiveness. They aren’t.
In a new study soon to be
published in the peer-reviewed
journal Economics of Education Review, my coauthors
and I sought to measure the
relationship between student
achievement and those factors
typically used to determine
teacher compensation. Using
data from all test-taking students in Florida over a period
of five years, we found no discernible relationship between
a teacher’s experience and
credentials and the academic

Illustration by MCT
gains made by their students
during the school year.
Our results confirm the findings of a wide body of existing
research: A master’s degree is
unrelated to a teacher’s effectiveness in the classroom. Further, our research dovetailed
with an expansive body of
research showing that while
teachers get better at their
jobs during their first several
years in the classroom, these
improvements level off after
three to five years.
That’s not to say that no
teacher has gotten better
because of additional experience or studying for a master’s degree. But overwhelming evidence shows that such
attributes are not generally
related to teaching quality.
In fact, just about nothing
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that can be found on a resume
tells us very much about how
well a teacher will perform in
the classroom. According to
research by economist Dan
Goldhaber, easily observed
characteristics such as experience, education level and certification status only explain
about 3 percent of a teacher’s
measurable influence on student achievement.
It’s easy to see how the system developed to compensate
teachers for credentials and
experience. Those things are
tangible achievements, and it
wasn’t illogical to suppose that
more experienced and bettercredentialed teachers would
be more effective. But modern
research findings have made
that supposition indefensible.
The vast majority of what

makes one teacher better than
another comes from attributes
that are not easily quantified.
That’s not so shocking, actually. All teachers need the skills
that they acquire with experience and effective training.
But great teachers also have
innate characteristics such as
patience, kindness, indefatigable dedication and the knack
for getting reluctant students
excited about learning.
If the goal is to reward great
teachers so they stay in the
classroom, we won’t find out
who they are by looking at
their college transcripts. We
would do far better to identify
effective teachers by evaluating their actual performance
in the classroom. The ubiquity
of standardized testing in public schools, coupled with mod-

ern statistical techniques, has
provided us the necessary
tools to do this.
Currently, public schools
make no meaningful effort to
identify effective teachers.
Even in the worst-performing public school systems, it is
common for 98 percent or more
of teachers to receive a “satisfactory” or higher designation
on their evaluations. Everyone
understands that such results
are highly inflated.
Over the last several years,
researchers have been working hard to develop ways to
identify the effect that individual teachers have on their student’s test scores. Such “valueadded” measures of teacher
quality are far from perfect
and thus should not be used in
isolation to make employment
decisions. But they are much
better indicators of a teacher’s effectiveness than are
attributes such as credentials
and experience. Public schools
should utilize such quantitative measures of teacher
quality along with qualitative
observations of their performance to identify their most
effective teachers and compensate them accordingly.
Effective teachers deserve
to be rewarded for their
achievements.
Targeting
higher salaries to the best
teachers, rather than to the
most experienced and best
credentialed, would also help
schools to retain those teachers who make the biggest difference for kids, while sending
a signal to the least effective
teachers that they might want
to think about other careers.
Rewarding teachers for
attributes that are unrelated
to how well they perform in
the classroom makes no sense.
We need instead to focus on
identifying the system’s most
effective (and least effective)
teachers and using that information to decide how much we
should pay them.
(c)2011 the Los Angeles
Times

Supreme Court should
open its sessions to video
McClatchy-Tribune
News Service
Looks like Baylor President Ken
Starr hasn’t been spending all his time
trying to stave off a Big 12 Conference
implosion over TV revenues.
He’s taken on an even tougher task:
Convincing the highest court in the
land to get with the 21st century and
get its sessions on TV.
You go, Judge!
Starr, who actually spent longer as
a federal appellate judge than as independent counsel chasing President Bill
Clinton, wrote a direct and persuasive
op-ed for The New York Times on Monday to coincide with the U.S. Supreme
Court’s new term.
“Cameras in the courtroom of the
United States Supreme Court are long
overdue,” wrote Starr, who also argued
cases to the justices while U.S. solicitor
general in 1989-93.
“‘Equal justice under law’ is the
inscription on the face of the court
building. It is time that we the people had equal access to the process by
which that justice is meted out.”
We have argued for years that televising Supreme Court arguments
would increase public understanding
and dispel some misperceptions about
the justices being mere political tools.
The newest justices, Elena Kagan,
Sonia Sotomayor and Samuel Alito,
along with long-timer Stephen Breyer,
have endorsed the idea of giving the
public video of the court’s public sessions.
But Chief Justice John Roberts
seems wary. And other members trot
out excuses that they undermine with
their own behavior.
Justice Clarence Thomas, for
instance, has argued that he and his
colleagues would lose their anonymity
- though he frequently speaks to law
students, once served as Daytona 500
grand marshal and even shows up on
the nascar.com photo gallery.
Justice Antonin Scalia has scoffed
that Supreme Court sessions would be
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turned into entertainment - ignoring
the obvious irony that his aggressive
questioning of lawyers and concoction of colorful hypotheticals is exactly
what makes some arguments entertaining.
Starr threw some of the justices’
own First Amendment rulings back
at them, citing their “stubborn insistence on freedom of communication in
a democratic society,” even in light of
other competing interests.
For instance, the court “protected
the right of protesters to hector a military family during a funeral service
for their son, who was killed in Iraq.”
And it said free speech outweighed
California’s interest in keeping violent
video games from minors.
Starr said if the justices won’t let in
cameras, Congress should do it.
Lawmakers have been knocking on
the courtroom door for more than a
decade but haven’t gotten a bill through
both houses, and it could face separation-of-powers questions.
Having taken this on, Starr should
keep pushing. Roberts, after all, was

his chief deputy in the solicitor general’s office.
Fear of courtroom cameras dates
to the 1960s, when the Supreme Court
overturned the swindling conviction of
Texas wheeler-dealer Billy Sol Estes
because of media coverage during a
pretrial hearing over whether the trial
could be broadcast.
An experiment with cameras in
federal courtrooms during the 1990s
resulted only in appeals courts in New
York and San Francisco routinely
showing their arguments online.
A new experiment in taping federal
civil trials is underway.
The recent noxious extremes in public obsession with the Casey Anthony
murder trial in Florida and the Amanda
Knox conviction appeal in Italy
shouldn’t send the justices recoiling.
What televising Supreme Court
arguments will serve is public accountability in a democratic society, and that
should never be something to fear for
justices with lifetime appointments.
(c)2011 the Fort Worth Star-Telegram
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Curtis Orchard provides a “sense of fall”
Kelley Heaney
Community Columnist
Located in Southwest Champaign, a family farm has been
transformed into a favorite
fall attraction that is fun for
both children and adults. Curtis Orchard attracts in excess
of 160,000 people throughout
the six months it is open.
“We attract all ages. Families, older visitors that just
want to relax and have a great
lunch, as well as students
who like to come out to find a
big, beautiful pumpkin,” the
orchard’s Country Store manager and Parkland graduate,
Rachel Graham said. “I think
we give them a sense of fall
and a reason to enjoy it.”
This family run business
began in 1977, when Parkland
Business/Ag instructor, Paul
Curtis, decided to change the
80 acre family farm into a roadside fruit stand and orchard.
He planted 750 apple trees
on three acres of land. Today,
according to a photo caption on
the wall of the orchard’s café,
the orchard has grown into
more than 4500 apple trees on
24 acres and Paul has long ago
retired from 21 years of teaching.
“It (the business) has grown
with the interests and the
demands of the public. We
strive to make it a memorable
place,” said Graham. “We have
people telling us, ‘I remember
this place from when I was
small and now I’m bringing my
kids here.’”
Several tons of pumpkins are
gathered and sold each year at
the orchard’s pumpkin patch.
But, picking a pumpkin can be
a bit complex. Wagons are provided for people to haul their
treasures back to the store for
purchase, eliminating the need
to carry the heavy produce.
Located about a quarter mile
behind the store, the pumpkin
patch is covered in the orange
gourds, both whole and broken, as well as vines, which
can make walking a challenge
while looking out for that perfect specimen.
Back at the Country Store
there are pumpkins which
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Curtis Orchard attracts in excess of 160,000 people throughout the six months it is open with its “sense of fall.” See more photos of Curtis Orchard online at www.
prospectusnews.com.
have already been picked as
well as smaller gourds and
colorful Indian corn. There
are also knick knacks, recipe
books and toys. In addition, it
sells the 29 varieties of apples
that are grown on the property
and products made from those
apples such as pies, donuts and
cider. Other foods such as soup
mixes and locally grown popcorn are also sold there.
Family is what this business
seems to be about with The
Flying Monkey Café being run
by Graham’s mother, and Curtis’s daughter. She is now a coowner of the operation along
with her husband, and she

oversees the daily baking and
food preparations. She insists
that the food be homemade
when possible, such as fresh
au gratin potatoes and corn
bread to go along with Italian
beef, pork BBQ and other delicious items which are served
daily for lunch.
But, the award winning
organization is more than just
gifts and great food. There is
also a three acre corn maze, an
overhead goat walk with goats,
miniature golf, a playground
and pony rides on the weekends. The fall weekends also
have live music with Dennis
Kirby, kettle corn, face paint-

ing and, according to Graham,
“a general sense of camaraderie.”
People also seem to really
like the Wizard of Oz theme
that the orchard has adopted
as well, following the yellow
brick road to the playground
and seeing the large tin man
corn silo.
“I think the theme is wonderful and fits right in with the
apple orchard,” said Parkland
student Angela Franklin. “We
love coming here every fall
to pick pumpkins and we buy
fresh apple donuts and homemade cider.”
“We mostly pull local visi-

tors and a lot of day trip type
guests,” Graham said. “People from about an hour away
such as Decatur, Bloomington
and some from just over the
border in Indiana too, come
to spend the afternoon. We’re
pretty unique to this area.”
But the fun of apple and
pumpkin picking may soon be
more difficult for visitors, with
housing developments popping up all around. Graham
said the encroaching urban
life is both good and bad for
the business.
“Some things are trickier
now like having enough apples,
due to limited growing space,”

she said. “Especially with the
Curtis Road exit off I-57. It is
easier for out of town visitors
to get here.” The interchange
opened in 2008 and is about a
mile from the farm.
The farm gives people an
opportunity, Graham thinks,
especially for those seeking to
experience life as they think it
was lived previously.
“This is a great place for
people who are nostalgic for
farm life; you can’t get that at a
grocery store,” she said. “People enjoy this and I feel good
about having a job where people want to enjoy it with you.”

Google 101: how to use Google Search effectively
Buster Bytes
Tech Columnist
Online
research
can be time
consuming
but
with
the
right
techniques
it doesn’t
have
to
make you
pull your
hair
out.
One of the
best and most used tools for this is
Google Search. Nearly everyone who
owns a computer has used this search
engine. College students and other
regular computer users do so daily.
In fact, the Google search engine has
become so popular that to “google”
now means to search the internet in
everyday, colloquial English.
As popular as it is, many people
don’t use the search engine effectively. They find themselves following link after link until eventually
they happen upon what they were
looking for in the first place. To try
to help us out, Google has created a
guide for making searching easier.
Following these tips can help avoid
some frustration and cut down significantly on your google time.
First, most current web browsers
have a built in search engine entry
box located in the right hand corner
of the window. Simply type in what
you’re looking for and press enter. In
most cases, you can also perform a
web search right from your address
bar. The words you look for are called
your query, or search query. It helps
to be as specific as possible when
deciding on what terms to use in your
query.
Say, for example you want to find
the website for Prospectus News,
but you forget the exact name of
the newspaper. You could try entering “Parkland Newspaper,” (with-

out the quotes), but that’s not specific
enough. On the first page of results,
you’ll find that there are a bunch of
places called Parkland, and the actual
college doesn’t even show up until the
bottom of the results. And it’s still not
a link to the newspaper! If you enter
“Parkland College newspaper,” Parkland College is the number one link,
but the newspaper link doesn’t show
up until result number four. If, however, you query “Parkland College
student newspaper,” bam! Prospectus News is the number one result.
It pays to be specific about what
you’re looking for. It’s also useful to
know that you can type a question into
the query box. So, “What’s the name
of the student newspaper at Parkland
College,” will get you there as well.
In general, though, it’s better to just
type in the keywords, which are the
words most associated with a website
during searches. If you type in a full
question, the extra words you type
may be searched for as well, and that
could cause undesired results.
In addition to words, certain symbols can be typed into search queries. For example, if you type a string
of words into the search box inside
of quotes, the search will look for
pages that have all of those words
in that order. This is a good idea if
you’re looking for a song and you only
remember a line or two of the lyrics,
or a book, play, or movie from which
you remember a quote.
You can also use the + sign in
searches. The + sign should be put
directly in front of a word (no space)
you want all of the results to contain.
So it’s “college +newspaper”, not “college + newspaper.” The same is true
of the – sign, but reversed. If you want
to view only results without a certain
word, use the – sign right before the
term. Using the ~ symbol in this way
will look for sites containing the word
or other words that mean about the
same thing.
If you want your search results to
include one word or another, you can
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use “or” or | in between the words.
Another very useful symbol is the *,
also known as the asterisk. The asterisk, when used in a web query is called
a wild card. Sort of like a wild card in
poker, it can be whatever you want it
to be. It represents a word you don’t
know. For example, say you’re trying
to find out the lyrics to a song, and you
only know about half of the refrain.
You can insert asterisks in place of
the words you don’t know. So if you
search for “We all * in a * submarine,”
you’re going to get results about the
song Yellow Submarine.
Even using all of these tricks,
you’re still going to get a lot of results.
Deciding which result is right for
your purposes can be tricky. One
good thing to look at in the results
is the domain name. That’s the part
underneath where it says the title of
the web site. If you google “Darwin”
for your biology class, the first result

is “The Darwin Awards.” Underneath
it in a different color, it says www.darwinawards.com, which might not be
what you’re looking for while doing
research for a paper on evolution.
Reading the descriptions often helps
too, but if you see results with domain
names like en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Charles_Darwin, or www.science.
discovery.com/interactives/literacy/
darwin/darwin.html, you know that
they may be a better starting point.
The key is to find information on sites
that are reputable. If you know of a
good, reputable site that may have
information that you’re searching for,
you can use the + sign to include it in
the search. So “Darwin +PBS” might
give you good results about TV shows
about Darwin.
It can be tricky, though, if you
don’t know much about what you’re
researching. Which sites have information about the subject, and which

ones are creditable and reliable. A
good starting point for college level
resources is Google Scholar, located
at scholar.google.com, which allows
you to limit your search to academic
results.
For more information on this subject, Buster Bytes asked Jane Smith,
Instruction Librarian at Parkland
College Library for some advice. On
the subject of the reliability of web
sites, she points out that it’s important to figure out who wrote it, where
the information is coming from and
whether it was written with a biased
agenda. She points out that Wikipedia
is a good place to start, especially if
you don’t know much about a subject.
When asked whether Wikipedia is a
reliable source of information, Smith
had this to say. “I say start off looking at Wikipedia...especially if you
don’t know anything about the topic,”
Smith said. “Get a feel for the wording
used with the topic. But, you need to
know that anyone can write information on Wikipedia. Not knowing who
the author is should raise a red flag.
Take the wording you see in Wikipedia and use that in a library database,
like Academic Search Complete, to
find more credible information.”
She also points out that the Credo
reference system available on ANGEL
has a wealth of credible information.
This system has over 500 encyclopedias and dictionaries which can be
searched online, and all of the sources
on Credo are safe to use as references
for your instructors. She also points
out that the library at Parkland has
much more than just Credo, including online access to newspapers,
magazines and scientific journals.
She urges students to come to her
or one of the other librarians at the
library information desk if they need
help using any of these resources.
For more information about tips and
tricks using Google, check out the
Google Guide at www.googleguide.
com/category/search-tools.
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FPD

continued from page 1
Eastern Prairie FPD does first
hand, it’s certainly a worthwhile investment that saves
lives around the area.
The fire department offered
demonstrations focusing on
extrication, or removing a person from a vehicle after an
accident, and ventilation. During the extrication demonstration, the district showed
the crowd how they use many
different tools to remove the
doors and fold back the roof of
a vehicle. They also took time
to display other various tools
and explain their functions.
In addition to these demonstrations, they also explained
how to operate the water hose
of a fire truck, and allowed
people to experience shooting the hose firsthand. For the
kids, Eastern Prairie FPD also
offered games, temporary tattoos, balloons, and a touch a
truck area where kids had the
opportunity to see the inside of
one of their fire trucks.
This 50th year celebration
open house coincided with the
beginning of Fire Prevention
Week, which runs from October 9th to the 15th. Fire Prevention Week is organized by
the National Fire Protection
Association to spread information on how to remain safe
from the dangers of fire. Fire

JOBS
continued from page 3

revenues in September. Retailers added almost 14,000 jobs in
September, the Labor Department said.
Still,
“the
persistently
high unemployment rate is
expected to hinder consumer
demand and impact confidence,” Matthew Shay, head
of the National Retail Federation, said in a note on the
jobs report. He added, however, that “retailers will ramp
up hiring over the next several weeks as they prepare for
increased sales and traffic in
their stores this holiday season.”
The group anticipates that
retailers will add 480,000 to
500,000 seasonal positions
over the next several months.
Manufacturers, who had
been adding jobs for much
of the year, trimmed payrolls by 13,600 in September.
Chad Moutray, chief economist for the National Association of Manufacturers, in his
blog, shopfloor.org, attributed

																

Prevention Week commemorates the Great Chicago Fire
of 1871, and has been observed
every year since 1925.
“The best way for us to do
our job is to educate people on
how to stop a fire before it even
happens,” Surber explained
the need for Fire Prevention
Week. “We don’t want to go (to
someone’s house) to put out
a fire, we want people to be
educated on how to prevent
accidents from happening.”
Surber offered a few simple
tips such as checking the batteries in smoke detectors and
educating children about the
dangers of matches and keeping them out of their reach.
Surber studied Fire Service
Technology at Parkland College, where he earned an Associate Degree.
“My teachers were great,
they helped introduce us into
what being a firefighter would
be like,” Surber described the
program. “I had great educators which helped reaffirm me
that I really wanted to be in the
fire service.”
Surber went on to earn his
Bachelor’s Degree at Southern Illinois University. He is
one of a handful of firefighters
currently at the Eastern Prairie FPD who graduated from
Parkland’s program.
Smith is another volunteer
who studied Fire Service Technology at Parkland. “(Parkland’s program) prepares you

the declined to “sluggish economic growth, worries about
the global marketplace and
sagging consumer and business confidence.”
The financial sector shed an
additional 8,000 jobs and local
government cutbacks were
largely responsible for the
35,000-job decline in public
sector employment.
Alternative measures of
employment - often referred
to as underemployment - continued to point to labor-market distress. The number of
people employed in part-time
work for economic reasons meaning they want full-time
work but can’t find it - rose to
9.3 million in September. The
number of workers marginally
attached to the workforce who would look if employment
prospects picked up - was 2.5
million, the same number as a
year earlier.
And the number of Americans out of work for six months
or longer crept up to 6.2 million. They accounted for 44.6
percent of the jobless in September.
Democrats and Republicans
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The Eastern Prairie Fire Protection District firefighters, (back row from left to right) John Paris, Chris Surber, Jacob Vlakncic, Kevin
Chan, Mark Augie, Cody Carpenter, Zak Arnish, Eddie Cook, Daniel Large, (front row from left to right) Mike Kobel, Brian Smith,
Craig Weidert, Grant Williams, Jason Keller, Nick Washington, Corey Sutter, Cecil Hyatt, John Bell, Shawn Flaingam, gather together
at their 50th open house anniversary on October 8, 2011. More photos can be seen at www.prospectusnews.com.
to take a leadership role,”
Smith said. “It helped me so
that when I get into a situation I don’t just know what to
do, I also know steps ahead. I
can anticipate what problems

each used Friday’s report to
try to score political points.
“The American people are
asking the question: ‘Where
are the jobs?’ The Democrats
running Washington need to
stop campaigning, start listening, and start working
with Republicans to liberate
our struggling economy and
remove government barriers
to private-sector job growth,”
House Speaker John Boehner,
R-Ohio, said in a statement just
five minutes after release of
the jobs report.
The White House painted a
rosier picture.
“Despite a slowdown in economic growth from substantial headwinds experienced
throughout the year, the economy has added private sector
jobs for 19 straight months, for
a total of 2.6 million jobs over
that period,” Katherine Abraham, a member of the president’s Council of Economic
Advisers, said in a statement.
--(c)2011 the McClatchy
Washington Bureau

there could be.”
Parkland offers certification
as Fire Officer I and Fire Officer II. Fire Officer I is a one
year program for a certificate
while Fire Officer II is a two-

WALL
continued from page 1

bloodsuckers,” said Parkland
student Nick Laptew, who is in
favor of Occupy Wall Street.
“The protest is too scattered,
unless they have the ability to
maintain independence from
large philanthropic organizations who would make it
appear as if they are streamlining and professionalizing the movement but would
really be defanging it through
financial backing. In order to
remain by and for the people
it needs to be financed by the
people, not the elite.”
Occupy Wall Street goes
beyond the morals of citizens and corporations, and it
is important to also look at the
monetary issues surrounding
the controversy.
Economics are one of the

year degree program.
For more information on
Parkland’s Fire Service Technology program, see www.
parkland.edu/academics/
departments/sshs/fireservice.

aspx. To learn more about
Fire Prevention Week, see the
National Fire Protection Association’s website at www.nfpa.
org.

driving forces behind this
debate. “There is a necessary
inequality associated with capitalism,” said Jeff Vicek, Associate Professor of Economics
at Parkland College. In fact,
dictionary.com defines capitalism as, “an economic system
in which investment in and
ownership of the means and
production, distribution, and
exchange of wealth is made
and maintained chiefly by private individuals or corporations, especially as contrasted
to cooperatively or stateowned means of wealth.”
However, the question posed
by Vicek is whether the current level of inequality goes
beyond what is necessary to
maintain efficiency. “The protestors believe that a corporate elite now manipulates the
system through political control and influence to their own
benefit at great cost to others,”

Vicek explained. “This results
in acquisition of wealth by a
few while millions do not have
full time jobs, access to healthcare or even the ability to feed
families without some help.”
“The current movement,
organizers see it as a movement to take back capitalism,”
Vicek said. “People at the peak
do very well, while lots of people struggle to survive.”
Parkland College students
and faculty have a wide range
of opinions on the topic. However, the most important
thing is that everyone stays
informed. To find out more
about the Occupy Wall Street
movement, ask the people
around you. It might be hard
to find unbiased information
online, but by compiling different opinions you can find
what you believe.

FISH
continued from page 1

different topics is to confront
them.”
Along with hosting tables in
the college center, the Q and
A team put together a display
case in the college center with
information on the LGBT community and National Coming
Out Day.
“We chose October not only
because of National Coming
Out Day but because that is
when Parkland is hosting their
Civility month, hoping to bring
students and faculty together
and bring attention to the act
of treating each other with
respect,” Minneci said.
For part of the film “Fish
Out of Water,” Dickens discusses how bad her experience of coming out in college
was, and the type of rejection
that she felt. Parkland’s Q and
A team is hoping to encourage
students to prevent such negative experiences from happening.
“The best way to get
engaged in the whole college
experience, regardless of your
family history, religious views
or otherwise, is your mind
and hearing about unfamiliar
ideas,” Minneci said. “We want
students to ask questions and
encourage conversation on the
topic. It’s a good opportunity to
meet new students and bring a
good sense of civility and compassion to Parkland College.”
It is important to remember
that everyone is different in
their own way, and that these
differences are what make
humanity so great. Also, keep
civility in mind every month,
and not just during civility
month. If you have any questions about the movie screening, National Coming Out Day,
or Q and A, contact the Q and
A group, or Tanino Minneci, at
gminneci@parkland.edu.
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Challenging Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 4

Sudoku (hard)
#3
Sudoku

Classifieds
6

Your ad here
Place your classified here for only $5 per week. Ads must
be less than three lines or 30 words. Contact our ad department today! 217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu

1

4
3
7

All know that the drop merges into
the ocean but few know that the ocean
merges into the drop.
					-Kabir

7

9
4 7
3 8
6

9 4 5

FOR RELEASE JUNE 5, 2011

3
4

2

1

6

7

© 2011 KrazyDad.com

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

THE
TVTV
CROSSWORD
The
Crossword

BREWSTER ROCKIT

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify the next square you should solve. Or use the answers page
if you really get stuck.

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

By Jacqueline E. Mathews

1
6
9
10
12
13
14
15
16

xkcd.com

Champaign County
Humane Society
Featured Pet of the Week

19
23
24
25
28
30
31
32
33
34
36
39
42
44

ACROSS
Davis or Midler
Take a tiny drink
Lucy’s landlady
Bobby, J.R. or Miss Ellie
Insensitive and expressionless
Setting for “Men in Trees”
Actor __ Elliott
Mr. Cosby
“__ Is Born”; Barbra Streisand
movie
Sit around doing nothing
Brief performance
Ivy League school
“__ Howser, M.D.”
Gleason or Chan
“__, vidi, vici”; Caesar’s words
“To __ the Truth”
Dull in color
Actress Zellweger
“Spartacus: Blood and __”; Starz
series for John Hannah
Letters before an alias
Actor Lee of “The Fall Guy”
“Days of Our __”
“Home __ 2: Lost in New York”
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

Amanda is a 2-year-old spayed female who came to CCHS with her kittens. Her kittens were all
adopted so now Amanda would like to find her forever home. She loves to play and is good with
other cats.

(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

45 __ Ryan; Granny’s portrayer on
“The Beverly Hillbillies”
46 “One __ at a Time”
47 Vice __; conversely
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
13
15
17
18
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
31
33
35
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

DOWN
Truman or Myerson
Blues singer __ James
Actor on “Criminal Minds”
“The __ Commandments”;
Charlton Heston classic
Actor Ron __ of “Tarzan”
Malia, to Sasha
Fountain pen contents
Golf tournament organization’s
letters
Building wing
Older son on “Leave It to Beaver”
“Up in the __”; movie for George
Clooney
“__ Masterson”; old Western
series
Enjoy a snow sport
“The __ That Binds”; Daryl
Hannah/Keith Carradine film
Shade tree
Movie for Will Smith
Charge
__ player; VCR’s successor
“...__ the ramparts we
watched...”
“Cat __ Hot Tin Roof”
Bill’s wife on “The Little Couple”
Pub order
Actor __ Danson
Many hospital personnel: abbr.
“Who Do You Think You __?”
Actors Berry and Watanabe
Bewildered
“__ About You”
Apple pie __ mode
“The __ Behar Show”
Actress __ Ullmann
Anger

The moon may be smaller than Earth, but it's further away.

BEAUTIFUL AKC registered Maltese puppies available
for adoption to loving, loyal families who can provide a safe
environment with TONS OF LOVE!!! Email: dwatson1213@
yahoo.com
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Women’s soccer championship dream in sight

Photo by Nick Washington Prospectus/News

Parkland keeps their unbeaten record alive with the win of 4-0 against Trinity Christian College (JV), increasing their record to 12-0. Parkland’s Lorena Zaquesti (26) takes a high-flying shot on goal
on October 7, 2011.
Spencer Brown
Sports Writer
“A year of firsts” is how
Parkland Cobras women’s soccer coach Josh Alford characterizes this season so far. The
women’s soccer club has made
a splash on the national scene
and is in the discussion for a
national championship. The
Lady Cobras are nationally
ranked for the first time in the
history of the program. They
land at #10 in the national poll
this week.
Excitement runs through
the veins of the soccer program. “This is the first time
the program has been ranked,
first time being 11-0, first
time being regional champs,”
Alford said. The Cobras have
steamrolled most of the competition in their path, including a 3-0 victory in late Sep-

tember over currently #12
ranked Lewis and Clark Community College.
The coaching staff had high
hopes for the team this year,
but never could have imagined that they would garner
the attention they have. With
the wins piling up, the Cobras
are sure to continue climbing
up the rankings. “Although not
a goal, it’s good for notoriety,”
Alford said of the team’s ranking. “It shows all the effort the
girls have been putting in.”
That effort also shows in their
performance on the field.
When stepping into a situation that has historical implications, special care must be
taken to deal with the moment
effectively. The players have
embraced this moment well.
“They’re very humble and
realistic, not taking anything
for granted,” says Alford of

his team.
This level of success is no
accident. The players got here
by believing in Alford and his
staff’s philosophy. “The team
was willing to buy into the
‘team’ mentality,” says Alford.
At the risk of seeming like a
bit of a cliché, it is an accurate
depiction of his team’s attitude. They bought into his system and place no one individual above the team. Even still,
games must be won. One factor Alford acknowledges is
talent. This is evident in the
team’s close victories over
the University of Illinois club
team and Southwestern Illinois College.
Talent isn’t everything
though as Alford is quick to
refer back to his team model.
“We got a couple of girls willing to do the dirty work,”
he said. “They sacrifice the

goals and notoriety to help the
team.” The belief in team is a
huge component in their success.
With the acquisition of a
national ranking comes the
subsequent effect of the loss
of the element of surprise. “We
are the hunted now,” Alford
said. The staff and the team
understand that every team
they face will throw everything they can at the Cobras,
and they must be well prepared.
“There is always pressure
to play good soccer,” Alford
said. “It’s fun. It’s exciting. It
is nice for this program to get
this recognition. It is a testament to all the girls who have
played for me.”
Alford and his staff are
proud of the team’s accomplishments and belief in his
system, but make it very clear

the bulk of the credit goes to
his players.
“Not every team can be told
what to do and execute it,” he
said. “There is a lot of reading the game and making decisions.”
A long road still awaits this
team in the hunt towards a
national championship. “We’ve
won some big games but
understand it’s a small piece of
the pie,” Alford said. “They are
willing to keep working harder
because they know they’re not
perfect.”
Ultimately he understands
that at the end of the day, players win the games. “A lot of
credit goes to the girls. Practice, understanding, and executing on the field get the W.”
This season all they have been
seeing is W’s, 11 of them consecutively to be exact.
The coaching staff is hope-

ful the successes of this season can be used as a recruiting tool. “Hopefully we can
get the word out about this program and how successful you
can be here,” says an optimistic Alford. Right now, the focus
is finishing the season on a high
note. Having already clinched
the #1 seed in the region, it is
important to stay focused and
roll into post season play with
good momentum.
The entire athletic program
is excited about the progress
so far and senses this is not the
end. Support Cobras women’s
soccer club in their drive to a
national championship for a
great look at Parkland College
school spirit and the thrill of
watching a winning team.

Parkland offers Sports Broadcasting class
Chanelle Stokes, Juan
Umana and Martaza Dar
Contributing Writers
Each fall and spring semester, Parkland College offers
COM 150: Sports Broadcasting, a course dedicated to providing students with the opportunity to perform play-by-play
coverage live on CobraSports.
Net. If you enroll, you’ll get
hands-on experience with
broadcasting equipment and
learn about production, promotion, directing, editing and

the development of your voice.
The course can be taken once
for three credits or in both the
fall and spring for a total of six
credits. Parkland is on the cutting edge with this class. No
other community college in
Central Illinois offers a course
like this.
CobraSports.Net
debuted
in January 2010 and has since
racked up more than 30,000
hits. The site allows users
to stream live commentary
of almost all Parkland home
games and tournaments, listen

to podcasts of previous games,
and read the latest Parkland
sports news.
Professor Emeritus Steve
Brown founded CobraSports.
Net, and COM 150 alumnus
Brian Schutte now teaches
the course. Both the class and
the website are always evolving and improving, but more
students are needed to help it
reach its full potential. There
are plenty of opportunities
to contribute not only your
broadcasting talents but also
your multimedia capabilities

such as photography, videography, and web design. Don’t
have those skills yet? That’s
okay. They’ll teach you how to
do that too. The more students
they have in class, the more
they can do.
If this sounds interesting to
you, consider adding COM 150
to your schedule this spring.
This course could be your next
big step toward a career in
sports broadcasting.
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TIMELINE
Feb. 24, 1955: Born in San Francisco;

R O B E RT D U R E L L / L O S A N G E L E S T I M E S / M C T

Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, seen in this file photo from June 9, 2008, while introducing the iPhone 3G, died of
pancreatic cancer Oct. 5, 2011. Jobs was 56.
STEVEN PAUL JOBS: 1955-2011

Tech luminary Steve
Jobs left an indelible
mark on the world
IN HIS OWN WORDS
Notable quotes from Steve Jobs:

“It’s more fun to be a pirate than to
join the navy.”

— In 1982, as quoted by former
Apple CEO John Sculley in the book
“Odyssey: Pepsi to Apple,”1987

“You know, my main reaction to this
money thing is that it’s humorous, all the
attention to it, because it’s hardly the most
insightful or valuable thing that’s happened to me.”

— Playboy, Feb. 1, 1985

“Every once in a while a revolutionary
product comes along that changes everything. It’s very fortunate if you can work
on just one of these in your career. ...
Apple’s been very fortunate in that it’s
introduced a few of these.”

— On the introduction of the iPhone,
Macworld keynote address, Jan. 9, 2007

“I think if you do something and it
turns out pretty good, then you should go
do something else wonderful, not dwell on
it for too long. Just figure out what’s
next.”

— NBC News, May 25, 2006

“Most people make the mistake of
thinking design is what it looks like.
People think it’s this veneer — that the
designers are handed this box and told,
‘Make it look good!’ That’s not what we
think design is. It’s not just what it looks
like and feels like. Design is how it
works.”

— New York Times Magazine, Nov. 30, 2003

“I think humans are basically tool
builders, and the computer is the most
remarkable tool we’ve ever built. The big
insight a lot of us had in the 1970s had to
do with the importance of putting that tool
in the hands of individuals. Let’s say that
— for the same amount of money it takes
to build the most powerful computer in the
world — you could make 1,000 computers
with one-thousandth the power and put
them in the hands of 1,000 creative people. You’ll get more out of doing that than
out of having one person use the most
powerful computer in the world. Because
people are inherently creative. They will
use tools in ways the toolmakers never
thought possible. And once a person figures out how to do something with that
tool, he or she can share it with the other
999.”

REMARKS ON JOBS’ LASTING LEGACY
“Steve was among the greatest of
American innovators — brave enough
to think differently, bold enough to
believe he could change the world, and
talented enough to do it. By building
one of the planet’s most successful
companies from his garage, he exemplified the spirit of American ingenuity.
… The world has lost a visionary. And
there may be no greater tribute to
Steve’s success than the fact that much
of the world learned of his passing on
a device he invented.”

– President Barack Obama

“The world rarely sees someone
who has had the profound impact Steve
has had, the effects of which will be
felt for many generations to come. For
those of us lucky enough to get to
work with him, it’s been an insanely
great honor. I will miss Steve
immensely.”

– Bill Gates, Microsoft founder

“He was very kind to reach out to
me … and spend time offering his
advice and knowledge even though he
was not at all well. He always seemed
to be able to say in very few words
what you actually should have been
thinking before you thought it. His
focus on the user experience above all
else has always been an inspiration to
me.”

– Larry Page, Google CEO

“Thanks for showing that what you
build can change the world.”

– Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO

“His legacy will extend far beyond
the products he created or the businesses he built. It will be the millions of

A P P L E I N C.

Jobs poses with an iMac personal
computer in 1999, the fastest
selling PC in history.

people he inspired, the lives he
changed, and the culture he defined.
Despite all he accomplished, it feels
like he was just getting started.”

– Bob Iger, Disney CEO

“The Apple culture is bigger than
any one individual. There’s a DNA in
Apple that Steve helped nurture, and it
will carry on in the enthusiasm of the
people he’s put in place there.”

– Regis McKenna, Silicon Valley marketing pioneer and Jobs’ longtime friend

“Steve Jobs moved industries, companies, and most importantly, people. His thoughtful stubbornness and
insanely high standards have inspired
and will continue to inspire entrepreneurs, leaders and innovators the world
over.”

– Jason Kilar, Hulu CEO

S O U R C E S : W H I T E H O U S E , FAC E B O O K , G O O G L E + , T W I T T E R , T H E N E W YO R K T I M E S , B L O O M B E R G .

2009: Takes six month medical leave, has

— Inc., April 1, 1989

“Technology is nothing. What’s
important is that you have a faith in people, that they’re basically good and smart,
and if you give them tools, they’ll do wonderful things with them. It’s not the tools
that you have faith in — tools are just
tools. They work, or they don’t work. It’s
people you have faith in or not.”

— Rolling Stone, June 16, 1994

adopted by Paul and Clara Jobs of
Mountain View, Calif.
1972: Graduates from Homestead High
School in Cupertino, Calif., and enrolls at
Reed College in Portland, Ore. Drops out
after one semester.
1974: Takes a job at Atari in Sunnyvale,
Calif.; leaves to travel through India and
joins a farm commune.
1975: Joins Homebrew Computer Club,
headed by Steve Wozniak.
1976: Builds first
Apple computer in
family garage with
Wozniak, 26. The
pair launches Apple
Computer April 1.
1977: Apple incorporates. Apple II
computers go on sale
for $1,295 and
C O U RT E S Y O F R A M A
become an instant
The
Apple II
hit.
1980: Apple goes public, selling all 4.6
million shares at $22 each. The 25-yearold Jobs makes an estimated $217 million.
1983: Apple’s Lisa computer bombs, perhaps because of its $10,000 price. Jobs
brings in John Sculley from Pepsi as CEO
of the company.
1984: Unveils the Macintosh, envisioned
as “the people’s computer.” It incorporates
key elements of the Lisa, such as a mouse,
and features a revolutionary graphical
interface.
1985: Clashes with Apple board and
forced out by Sculley in dramatic boardroom coup. Launches NeXT, seeking to
build a breakthrough computer that will
revolutionize research and higher education.
1986: Buys George Lucas’ computer
graphics division, which eventually
becomes Pixar Animation Studios.
1991: Marries
Laurene Powell,
whom he met in
1989 when she was
doing graduate
work at Stanford.
Apple’s profit and
market share slide.
1993: Apple’s board
ousts Sculley.
1995: “Toy Story,”
the first Pixar movie
WA LT D I S N E Y C O.
with Disney, is
“Toy Story”
released and is a
huge success. Jobs becomes a billionaire
when Pixar goes public. Apple in disarray
while the PC market booms.
1996: Apple buys Jobs’ NeXT Inc. for
$400 million and hires him as a consultant.
1997: Named Apple’s interim chief executive, after CEO Gil Amelio is ousted.
1998: Apple releases the iMac, which
becomes the fastest-selling personal computer in history. The company makes its
first profit in five years.
1999: The iBook laptop debuts.
2000: Becomes permanent CEO of Apple;
introduces Mac OS X operating system.
2001: Introduces the iPod music player
onstage, reaching into his jeans pocket to
demonstrate the ability to store large numbers of songs on the small device. Apple
launches the Apple Store to bolster its
retail sales.
2003: Apple launches the iTunes music
store; within a week it sells a million
songs.
2004: Undergoes surgery for pancreatic
cancer.
2005: In a speech at Stanford, addresses
his bout with cancer: “No one wants to
die. Even people who want to go to heaven don’t want to die to
get there. And yet
death is the destination
we all share.”
2006: Sells Pixar to
Disney in $7.4 billion
stock deal; becomes
Disney’s largest shareholder and joins its
board of directors.
2007: Apple introduces the touch-screen
A P P L E I N C.
iPhone, revolutionizing
iPhone
the smartphone.

K A R L M O N D O N / C O N T R A C O S TA T I M E S / M C T

Jobs delivers the keynote speech at the Macworld conference in San
Francisco in January 2006. Jobs showed an old picture of himself and
Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak to honor the company’s 30th anniversary.

STEVE JOBS

a liver transplant.
2010: Apple introduces the iPad touchscreen tablet, selling more than 7 million.
The company surpasses Microsoft as the
largest technology company by stock market value.
Jan. 17, 2011: Announces he will be taking another medical leave with no set
duration.
Aug. 24, 2011: Resigns as Apple CEO
and is replaced by interim CEO Tim
Cook. Jobs remains chairman of the board.
Oct. 5, 2011: Dies at age 56.
— S A N J O S E M E R C U RY N E W S ;
LOS ANGELES TIMES; MCT

